The goal of this paper is t o apply some tools of cont.ro1 theory to an age-structured fishery model in order to stabilize an exploited fish population arouiid a nontrivial steady state.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a population of exploited fish which is structured in 'n age classes (TI 2 2); under some assumptions on the populat,ion, we can represent, the dynamics of the populat,ion by the following system of difference equations [e] : z i ( t + 1) =f(C;=l bi:ri(t)), zz(t + 1) =zl(t)exp(-Adl -q I u ( t ) ) , x n ( t + l)=z,-l(t) exp(-M,-I -q n -1 7 i ( t ) ) ( 
1)
Where: bi is the number of individuals produced by individuals of the ith age class, Mi is the natural mortality of the individuals of the ith age class, qi is t,lie mtchability of the individua,ls of the i t ' ' a.ge class, ~( t ) is the fishing effort at timet and is regarded as a.n input, and f : R+ -+ R+ is t,he st,ock-recruit,meiit function. where ~( t ) is the &ate variable at time t = 0, 1 , 2 , . . ., u ( t ) is the control (here it is the fishing effort). F : s1 x IR+ -+ R is a continuous function. We focus a,ttentioii on the followiiig problem: Is it possible to compute the fishing effort (as a feetlbaclc control) U(.) in such a way, tha.t for a given sta.tc 2 ' ' # 0, one has :
(ii) zo is a globally a.symptotically stable equilibrium point, for the closed-loop system z ( t + 1) = The considered syst,ein is nonlinear so the classical linear control techniques ca.n not, be used (unless to get, local results but liere we are interested in glohd stma.-blizat,ion by iiieans of a nonegat,ive feedback cont,rol).
Thus: we sha.11 use a cliscrete version of Jurdjevic-Quinn theorem 131 that has been derived in ([1], [5] ).
F ( z ( t ) ,

44)).
Main result
For a const ant fishing effort ,U', system (1) has a non trivial equilibrium state zo whose coordinates are: wzll be explzcatly constructed an the proof.
Proof. For the sake of clarity, we shall prove this result for n = 3 (the proof is the same for a.rbitra.ry n but the calculus are longer and more complicated).
Hence, Using the convexity of the map 2 +-+ x'_ and the fact
Hence, the equilibruim 2" is Lyapunov stsable for the syst<em z(t + 1) = ~( z ( t ) , u~) = ~( z ( t ) ) .
NOW, using ([4], Th. 4.1), we shall compute ~( x ) .
We define x, U ) ) . Using the Taylor expansion formula, we evalute the varia.t.ion of V along the solut,ions of the closed-loop system z (
in the following wa.y: 
